Centennial Center plans:
2,000 seats proposed

By Allan Enos

As an attempt to secure wall-
paper and tiles for the new Center at the Univer-
sity of Idaho, Internal Affairs has prepared plans for the construction of a 2,000 seat auditorium.

As part of the "Centennial
Day of Dedication" program, the authoritaries have selected Centen-
nal Center Auditorium for the dedication. The campus community has
knowledge that this project was
planned for the proposed $2 million in the 1974 Bond. The bond
had two years ago in a conference held by General McKenna, former UI Vice President of Finance and Development.

According to Assistant Britt
Vernon, the architect's fee was
gathered from the students and
was paid to St. Louis Plans for the architect.

Vernon also stated that after
the meeting with the students, the architects agreed upon the
floor plans for a new building
and original plans were
made.

The plans include a total
of 2,000 seats and the ade-
quate seating arrangements
for the auditorium's needs.

The auditorium will have
an estimated 2,000 seats and
the seating arrangements
will be made to accommodate
the needs of the audience.

The auditorium will be a
vital part of the University's
facilities.

Pool leaves ASUI

By Allan Enos

Pool, former ASUI President, is
leaving his post to take a
position with another
organization.

"I am going to
see Pope in Rome,"

he said. "I think
I am going to be a
challenger.

Pool's departure will leave
the ASUI community without a
President to guide the
organization. The search for a
new President has been
starting.

The ASUI President and
the Assistant President currently
hold the positions of Presi-
dent and Assistant President.

The new President will be
responsible for the overall
management of the ASUI
organization.

Pool, former ASUI President,
said he was looking forward
to the trip to Rome.

"I am going to see Pope in
Rome," he said. "I think
I am going to be a
challenger.

Pool's departure will leave
the ASUI community without a
President to guide the
organization. The search for a
new President has been
starting.
- Undergraduate program for ANY Major
- No ROTC Classes
- Aviation and Law guarantees
- Tuition assistance available
- No obligation

The Officer selection team will be available

Sept. 14 - 16  WSU CUB Mall
Sept. 23       UI Law School
Sept. 24 - 25  WSU CUB Mall

See Capt. Salinas or GYSGT Walker on campus or call collect (509) 456-3746
Centennial Center plans
2,000 seats proposed

By JULIA SCOTT

As an attempt to attract well-known names, figures and other events to the University, this move will maintain a small-town atmosphere, as well as benefitting the institution. The plan for the 2,000 seat auditorium.

As part of the National Center for Convention Development, the auditorium will be called the Centennial Convention Center. The March 15 schedule has been announced to date. The renovated convention center, formerly the Dining Hall, will accommodate a wide variety of events and the renovation will encourage better relations between Boise and the University.

Pool leaves ASUI

BY LAUREN LUPUL

While Mike's schedule includes time at the pool, John Pool will still be involved in the pool's administration.

John Pool, director of operations, will continue to chair the pool's administrative board. The pool's director, Mike, will now be in charge of maintenance and maintenance staff.

UI student to see Pope

BY LAUREN LUPUL

White idealistic student will be able to see Pope John Paul II in person.

The Pope is scheduled to arrive in the United States in the spring of 1987. The student will be able to see the Pope in person.

The Pope is scheduled to arrive in the United States in the spring of 1987. The student will be able to see the Pope in person.

The Pope is scheduled to arrive in the United States in the spring of 1987. The student will be able to see the Pope in person.
NEWS

Senators to visit living groups

BY TRACY RANDALL

ASUI senators will be visiting campus living groups during the next few weeks to hear student opinions and gather their thoughts.

According to Student Phil- Tempore Norm Semansko, the visitation program is one of the many steps senators are taking to let students know that their opinions matter.

"Senators visit living groups because it is the best way that has been devised to get the word out about ASUI activities," he said. "They're only so much that can be written in the Argonaut."*

At a Thursday night senate meeting, fall semester living groups were assigned: NORMAN SEMANSKO - Delta Gamma, Forney Hall, Farms Hall, and Shoup Hall; BRAD CUDDY - Kappa Kappa, Caw, Cadel Hall, Beta Theta Pi and Targhee Hall; MIKE GOTCH - Alpha Epilson and Theta Chi; GLEIANNE BLICK - Alpha Tau Omega, Graham Hall, Off Campus #1 and Delta Sigma Phi; MOLLY WYEYN - Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi Beta, Pi Lambda Chi; LYNNE MAIO - Delta Delta Delta, Delta Tau Delta, Lindley Hall and Sigma Chi; JEFF PRIEND - Gault Hall, Upham Hall, Delta Theta and Snow Hall. ROBERT WATSON - Kappa Sigma, Wil- lia Sweet, Delta Chi, and Sued House; ANISSA FADDIS - Berick Hall, Houston Hall, Whit- man Hall, and Neely Hall.

In other Thursday evening senate business, a bill providing new Activities Board guidelines was sent on for committee consideration.

The bill, sponsored by Sen. Brian Allen, would require senate approval of Activities Board allo- cations of $500 or more. In addi- tion, restrictions would be placed on living group funding requests.

Amnesty International seeks members

BY BETH HOWARD

The local chapter of Amnesty International, a worldwide move- ment for the release of "prisoners of conscience," began its first meeting of the school year this Wednesday — a meeting which they hope will lead to more potential members.

Serving as President Janice Reccé, loc- al coordinator for Amnesty Interna- tional USA #145, Amnesty Interna- tional is a worldwide move- ment of people acting on the conviction that governments must not deny individuals their basic human rights.

Reccé said that AIUSA specifi- cally works towards the release of what it calls "prisoners of conscience." These are in- dividuals who have been impris- oned for their political beliefs, racial, political convictions, or reli- gious beliefs...

The group stipulates that these prisoners be individuals who have not used or advocated violence, and that no Amnesty group take on the case of an individual im- prisoned within his or her own country.

In addition to the release of prisoners, the group works towards what they call "fair and prompt tri- als for all political prisoners. They are also calling for an end to tor- ture and executions throughout the world.

Reccé said that the heart of the Amnesty International movement is its local groups, which are com- prised entirely of volunteers.

"They (AI volunteers) 'adopt' a prisoner of conscience or 'investi- gate' a case in which a person has been arrested and/or imprisoned in possible violation of his or her human rights," said Reccé.

The organization's London- based research department exten- sively studies the case of each in- dividual before accepting the case and assigning the person to one of their local groups. Moscow's AIU- SA #145 is one of more than 300 chapters in the United States. After investigating, approving, and assigning an AI to a prisoner, a campaign of writing and public pressure is set in motion by the organization in hopes of achieving the release of that prisoner.

"We write letters to the various governments trying to get them to explain why these people have been imprisoned, or calling for their release," Reccé said.

The Moscow AI group is cur- rently working on the cases of prisoners and "disappeared" peo- ple in Bulgaria, Guatemala, and Yugoslavia.

"I think it is important for governments to see that people outside of their countries care about the welfare of these people — that they matter," Reccé said.

The Moscow group has about 30 active members. In past years, five or six members were able to make visits, but there are many others within the university as well as the community who receive the organization's monthly mailings and occasionally attend meetings.

AIDS discussion scheduled

If you like current events, then you might love a new series of discussions being sponsored by students in the University Honors Program.

The lecture-discussions, which begin Wednesday, are open to all students.

According to Jennifer Smith, Honors Student Advisory Board member, U1 Bacteriologist Paul Friesen will be the first faculty member to present a discussion. Friesen will address the topic "AIDS: A Scientific View."

The discussion begins Wednesday, Sept. 16, at 4 p.m. in the Brink Hall Faculty Lounge. The setting for the 45-minute discus- sion will be informal, Smith said.

Club fights for 'prisoners'

Amnesty International will hold its first meeting of the new school year on Wednesday evening, Sept. 16, in the Campus Chris- tian Center. A special orientation session for new and potential members will begin at 7:30 p.m. and will be followed by the regular monthly meeting. All interested persons are invited to attend.

AIUSA Group No. 145 of Moscow, Idaho, meets on the third Wednesday of each month during the school year. For more in- formation contact Jim Reece in care of the Department of For- eign Languages and Literatures, 885-7756.

Grad funding tips offered

A program to provide information on graduate education fund- ing will be given today at 3:30 p.m. in the SUB Appaloosa Room.

The program is aimed at current graduate students, as well as juniors and seniors who are planning to attend graduate school in the future.

Topics to be covered will include assistantships, grants, loans, and fellowship programs. The program is being sponsored by the university graduate school, research office and the financial aid office.

Corrections and clarifications

In the Friday, Sept. 11 Argonaut editorial "Shame on hous- ing," Bill Crew was incorrectly identified as the president of Tar- gee Hall. Crew's correct title is Targhee Hall treasurer.

In the Friday, Sept. 11 Argonaut story "Collins sells out," writer Bryan Clark incorrectly identified the ASUI Productions assist- ant coordinator as Sandy Buff. The assistant director's actual name is Sandy Burr.

We have the full line of Pioneer compact disc players - both single play and six-disc changers...

starting at $188
Placement Center:
Register for interviews

BY DANNY BOREY

Success within two semesters of
obtaining their degree are en-
couraged to register immediately with the Career Placement Center
to take advantage of their upcom-
ing interview schedule.

Lottery drawings for sign-up
numbers begin at 8 a.m. Sept. 30, and sign-up begins at 8 a.m. Full
interviews begin Sept. 28 and end
Oct. 30. Students must be
registered with the Placement
Center to participate.

The majority of interviews will
be for graduates in engineering
and business, but Placement Center
Director Charles Woolson suggests
liberal arts majors also register and
participate.

Regardless of the major, Wool-
son suggests students take advan-
tage of the opportunity to
interview with some of the nation's
known recruiters on this campus: Dow Chemical U.S.A.,
Texas Instruments, Inc., Osco
Drug, Inc. and the Internal
Revenue Service, to name a few.

"I personally enjoy it when we
can help those harder to place
graduates," said Woolson. "When

"When recruiting major goes through
the interviewing program and gets
a job, that's nice, but it's so satis-
fying to be able to help the liberal
arts majors learn how to compete in
their market."

Last spring, the Placement
Center held an orientation for
Communication students. One
senior, Theresa Gosack, stayed
around after the meeting and
talked to Woolson, who was im-
pressed with her sincerity and ex-
perience.

Woolson called Ralph Butts, of
Ball Aerospace, in Denver, Colorado, and arranged for
Gosack to see him. Butts also
was impressed, and hired Gosack in a
special Summer Work Experience
Program.

"Theresa called me recently to
thank me," said Woolson. "She
said her summer work had led to
a full-time permanent job.

"You get out of the Career De-
velopment Center what you put
into it," said Gosack. "I didn't
even know Chuck, but I made the
effort to talk to him and it led to
an internship.

Gosack's internship led to a full-
time permanent job with Ball Aer-
ospace as a Senior Project
Specialist.

However, not all liberal arts stu-
dents are entirely satisfied with the
counseling. One Communications
major, who asked not to be iden-
tified, said she received no coun-
teling whatsoever, and was not
happy with her reception.

"I went in to open a file, and the
secretary handed me an applica-
tion, said the instructions were on
the top, and left me alone. Later
I asked to see the (career research)
library, and she just pointed. I had
to have a student help me figure out
what was going on.

"My friend in engineering,
though, got counseling, and went
through the program, and got a
job. I don't think that's right. I think the Placement Center
should be a service to all students,
not just the engineers and the bus-
ness majors."

It is harder for liberal arts stu-
dents, said Woolson. It takes more
effort.

"These companies will be here
to see mostly engineers, but they
have need for more than that.
Think about it. Would you rather
try to see representatives from this
company on this campus, regard-
less of your major, or would you
rather travel to see them at your
expense?"

Constitution observance scheduled

This is Constitution Week in
Idaho and Governor Cecil D. An-
drus has urged citizens of the state
to join in the national observance
of the Constitution Bicentennial on
Thursday.

Special activities include presenta-
tions in the Supreme Court at
11 a.m. and at Gowen Field in
Boise at 2 p.m. The latter includes
a scheduled flyover by planes of the
Idaho Air National Guard.

Constitution Week, Andrus said
in a proclamation designating the
period, is intended to emphasize the
importance of the document that
was drafted 200 years ago and which
provided the basis for the in-

sent nation's government. The
bicentennial observance, he
said, "provides an historic oppor-
tunity for all of us to learn about
and recall the achievements of our
founders and to reflect on the
rights and privilege of citizenship
as well as its attendant responsi-
bilities."

The governor urged Idaahoans to
join in the nationwide "Bells
Across America" observance at 2
p.m., Mountain Daylight Time,
when bells, chimes, and sirens
will be sounded for 200 seconds.

ALL MAKES
ALL MODELS

"When Quality Counts" CERAMIC TOILET & PAINT
455 E. POSEY, PO Box 882-9585

Copy Early
Copy Late
Copy weekends

Kinko's
500 S. Main Street
Moscow, ID 83843

Order a LARGE
Pay for a small

428 W. 3rd
Third Street Plaza

882-1111

Expires Sun-Thu: 11 a.m.-1 a.m., Fri-Sat 11 a.m.-3 a.m.

1100 a.m.

TUESDAY PIZZAZZ

$2.00 OFF

Any 18" Pizza

Expires 9-17-87

One Coupon Per Pizza

good Wed & Thurs
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Keep on smiling

Marian Horton is out of control.

As director of university high school relations, she has been rushing throughout the Northwest telling students amazing stories about the University of Idaho.

For example, she told a group of southern Idaho seniors that the UI offers degrees in 140 areas of study. She told Montana high school graduates that the university has nearly 700 microcomputers in various campus locations. And she convinced Student Advisory Services personnel to trek to Alaska to announce that Idaho's out-of-state tuition rates were nearly $2,000 below the regional average.

But there's something almost unbelievable about Horton's stories — they're all true.

And the fact that she's been enthusiastically telling them to more students than ever may help explain why UI enrollment is on the rise.

For the first time since 1980, the university recruited about 1,120 new freshman, directly out of high school. That number is really impressive when you consider that fewer students graduated from U.H. schools this year than last.

Horton attributes higher UI enrollments to several factors: Increased UI participation in regional roadshows; hard work by students, staff and faculty; and increased support from the state legislature.

And she says that the university's promotional "viewbook" is one of the best sales pieces she's got, short of signing people up for campus visits.

But the one story Horton doesn't tell is how hard she and her entire staff work to make students feel good about coming to Idaho. While on the road, there is hardly a moment she or UI representatives from Student Advisory Services aren't smiling and letting high-schoolers know they care.

Horton's enthusiasm for the university is unsurpassed. And her bid to give the entire university community credit for increasing enrollments is well merited.

But one thing is for sure. The more out-of-control (but amazingly true) stories she and her staff tell about Idaho's number one college, the less UI administrators are going to have to worry about filling classrooms next fall.

Paul Allee

Abortion: Cut out the Courts

Bruce Skaug
Commentary

Sept. 17, 1987 is the 200th anniversary of the signing of the United States Constitution — a document which daily guarantees our individual freedoms.

The success of the American Constitution lies, in part, on its framers' understanding that mankind is basically evil, and that any government system becomes tyrannical when one man or group of men has unbridled power. One bridle which the constitutional authors placed on America's government officials is the system of checks and balances. The federal government is divided into three branches, each of which is to sufficiently prevent too much power from accumulating in any one branch.

As long as each branch is held to its constitutional role, the system works well. The Supreme Court (judiciary branch) was given the role of interpreting the Constitution and the justices therein are appointed for life. In enforcing its interpretations, the Court often strikes down state and federal laws that it deems unconstitutional.

The Court steps outside its own constitutional role if it makes laws on its own. That job is reserved for the Congress and state legislatures. When the Court creates a law in its decision on a case, it is called "judicial activism."

One example of judicial activism is the 1973 "Roe v. Wade" decision, in which the Court held that there is a constitutional right for a woman to have an abortion. The Court decided that rights of abortion varied depending on which trimester the growth of the child was at.

Subsequent cases have made the right to abortion a higher right than freedom of speech, or the right to bear arms. The Constitution specifically guarantees freedom of speech and the right to carry a gun, yet legislatures can make laws limiting those freedoms. For example, it is illegal to own some guns, and it is illegal to libel or slander others.

However, if a state legislature or Congress passes a law limiting abortion in any way, that law will be struck down by the Supreme Court. A Utah law requiring that parents be notified before their underage daughters have abortions was declared unconstitutional as infringing on the right to abortion.

No place in the Constitution is the right to abortion or the right to privacy mentioned, but this right is now held above those which are specifically enumerated in the Constitution. One hundred percent of Idaho's legislators could vote to make abortion illegal in the state — but the Supreme Court could step in and declare such a law unconstitutional. This would be fine, except that the right to abortion was created by the Court, not the Constitution.

Those who adhere closely to the Constitution argue that such dilemmas not mentioned in the document should be left to the Congress and state legislatures. This philosophy is referred to as "judicial restraint."

The Supreme Court was quite activist during the '60s and '70s, and began to exercise restraint with President Reagan's appointees in the '80s. Many say that the Court is still quite active when considering that in 1996, four out of nine justices argued that there was a Constitutional right to homosexuals.

The point to be made is not whether killing unborn children or sexual perversion should be allowed, but rather whether the Supreme Court has any business imposing the social views of nine members upon the entire nation.

In Idaho, the majority of the voters would outlaw abortion if allowed. In New York, the voters would probably give community service awards to doctors who kill babies for a living. It is the place of the voters, through their elected officials, to make law. It is not the place of the Supreme Court.
AIDS similar to the black plague

Editor: This letter is in regards to the article entitled "AIDS and Immorality" by Mr. Skaug. It seems that many conflicting claims have been put forth regarding the magnitude of the AIDS epidemic. One thing that I have noticed missing, especially among Mr. Skaug's criticism, is references to medical personnel involved with AIDS research who are qualified to make statements regarding the epidemic.

I have in my possession an interesting book entitled The AIDS Cover-Up: The Real and Alarming Facts about AIDS by Gene Antonio. The book and author recently received national publicity on the Christian radio show, "Focus on the Family." The publisher is from San Francisco.

A few selected quotes from the book with their original reference: "In many areas, the number of persons infected with the AIDS virus is at least one hundred times greater than reported cases of AIDS." Dr. James Curran of the Centers for Disease Control, Annual of Internal Medicine, 1985.

"...[both hepatitis B and the AIDS virus] are also easily transmitted by the close, non-sexual contact with infected cuts, sores and abrasions and the blood or semen of other people." Dr John Seale, Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine, 1981.

"We must be prepared to anticipate that the vast majority of those now infected will ultimately, over a period of 5 to 10 years, develop life-threatening illness." Dr. William Hazeltine of Harvard University, said in the New York Times, Sept. 7, 1983.

"The AIDS virus shows every sign of being just as deadly as the plague during the Middle Ages...AIDS may be to the Twentieth Century what the Black Plague was to the Fourteenth Century. The alarm must be sounded, loudly and persuasively. If it is not, the conclusion is inescapable: millions may die." Dr. J. I. Staff, "The AIDS Epidemic?" staff and

AIDS is not exclusive to homo- and bi-sexuals, they do certainly account for the high majority of cases. AIDS is primarily a sexually transmitted disease. Perhaps the "Negotiated," "off-fashioned," "Parliamential" (and Biblical) belief that faithful marriage between a man and a woman is the only form of acceptable sexual expression was right all along. By the widest stretch of imagination, maybe our new-marriage, new-ethics, new-theologies, new-etc., aren't so good after all.

"Thus saith the Lord, stand ye in the ways, and see, and ask for the old paths, where is the good way, and walk therein, and ye shall find rest for your souls. But they said, we will not walk therein." Jeremiah 6:16

Dan Niehaus

A formal apology is necessary

Editor: I read with great interest, and more than a few laughs, the Bruce Skaug editorial on the NEA. As a Special Education teacher for the past eight years, I was quite interested in his claim that "This type of teaching (look-say) causes learning disorders that never before existed, such as dyslexia."

Since none of the experts in the field have been able to pinpoint the cause of learning disabilities so neatly, I would like to see the University arrange for Mr. Skaug to lecture and answer questions on this subject. I certainly have a few questions I would like to hear him answer. I'm also curious as to his qualifications to make these statements.

I would like to see the author present his sources for this outrageous claim or formally apologize to your readers for being overly critical.

The rest of the article was no better, with rambling accusations and distorted statistics that serve only as an example of poor journalism. I am most disappointed however, that even in the interests of fair play, you would publish an article so poorly written and simplistic.

Don R. Ziemann

We need someone with a good back, strong stomach, level head and a big heart

We have a unique opportunity for someone special. A chance to spend two years in another country. To live and work in another culture. To learn a new language and acquire new skills.

The person we're looking for might be a farmer, a forester, or a retired nurse. Or maybe a teacher, a mechanic, or a recent college graduate.

We need someone to help over 5,000 people already working in 60 developing countries across the world. To help people live better lives.

We need someone special. And we ask a lot. But only because so much is needed. If this sounds interesting to you, maybe you're the person we're looking for. A Peace Corps volunteer. Our representatives will be pleased to discuss the opportunities with you.

Peace Corps. The toughest job you'll ever love.

—Talented Cooks/Waiters Needed—
Do you like to earn new things? Do you like to keep learning new things? Are you a perfectionist? Do you have a lot of energy? Do you like your friends? If you answered yes to the above questions, we may have a job for you. We are always applying for fast food and night positions.


8. FOR SALE

$888
964—Standard 37 Turbo
4.7 L/150 HP, 2.5 L/113 HP
TTL, traction with graphite quit, 12
minute heat, onboard software and
dell Devens and set up,
PC Systems, Inc. 334-3448.

Couch for sale. Good condition $200
or best offer. Call 882-2022.

RESEARCH PAPERS

$275 to adore How to handle attitudes
of us for your own. Or, we call
882-9122.

Dr. Cathy 882-9122 Research Associates
1322 Nevada Ave. 882-882. Los Angeles, CA 90029
Contact research and available at time
Thursday evening.

14. ANNOUNCEMENTS


18. PERSONALS

Do, Sun, come on in. Smiles, smiles, every-
one. ECF

Eat Bar-B-Que close the shower curtain! $8

Puff—Thanks a million for the "puff. —Love ST
Frankie use me or lose me —the bump —trump
To P—If you're gonna play, play it safe —the
Frankie Game

Suz—Express your right to creative reality and
here is a HAPPY BIRTHDAY you save your.
guilty???? PLH and STOMAG
BL—I am loving your action. —JEF

Love ya, Ed and Judy E. —Jon

We'll talk today. Suite 301 and stuff
Looking good BCC

Eat Bar-B-Que next time close the shower curtain!

Lp—Please accept my humble apology for be-
having like a cascading troll last week. Friends
Sporting 998828585.

SU—Enquiring minds want to know. How old are you anyway? —got off from last.
Kathy—Are you coming up here for pledge dances or am i coming down here for OZZ? —Jeff

To anybody who's in town today. We are all
and are not in bed. And we can't leave

Some—You're doing swell so far. Phone calls
in the middle of the night could be appropri-
te, though

Toad—It's been two years of heavy metal, per-
verted music, and a family that wants me.
How could you put up with me this long? I'm
gonna die, all

1307 S. Main. 869-3434.

PARIS VISION CENTER
Where quality & convenience are at your service

Dr. George A. Paris, Optometrist
For a better outlook, we offer...

• 2 for 1 Daily & Extended Wear Contacts
  (includes Toric & Gas Permeable)

Offer good through 9-30-87

• Large selection of designer
  frames & sunglasses
  Complete refraction &
  glaucoma testing

Children's exams & vision therapy

Moscow Mall 882-3434
Mon. - Fri. 9 am - 8 pm, Sat. 9 am - 6 pm

Mingles

presenting

Bob Gale

King of Comedians

Hypnotist

two shows nightly
9:00 and 11:00

Tues. Sept. 15 thru Sat. Sept. 19

Downtown Moscow, Info 882-2050
TOUGH Central Michigan defense restrained Idaho's punting game. John Fritzig is sacked in the fourth quarter by CMU tacklers Dave Deletha and Craig Allen. Idaho lost the second lone game of the season, 16-30. (ARGONAUT/STEFAN HOYER)

Division I-A CMU dumps UI

BY CLAYTON HAILEY

Idaho entertained an estimated 8000 fans at the Kibbie Dome Saturday night in a tough match against Division I-A Central Michigan University who was picked to win by the Mid-American Conference.

In the second game of the season the Vandals moved the ball 422 yards with 17 plays inside the Chippewas 20 but failed to make the cut to put past the lead Central Michigan set in the first quarter.

The Vandals, however, did not waste their scoring opportunities when converting the Chippewas' lower 40. Brian Decicio booted four through the uprights to contribute 12 points to the home board. Senior Eric Jorgensen was able to bring home a Fritzig pass for the final six in the 3rd quarter for a total of 18 compared to Chippewas 30.

Nevertheless, head coach Keith Gilbertson would have preferred a different outcome, but was not thoroughly dissatisfied.

"We played as hard as we could," Gilbertson said. "I'm proud of our team. We got beat by an unfairly good football team. We stood in there as long as we could."

The Vandals were quick to see the strength of the Mt. Pleasant team when the Chippewas racked up 17 points in the first half. Tailback, John Hood had an impressive night with over 130 yards of rushing resulting in three touchdowns including a 52-yard in the second quarter.

The Vandals were also forced to take a 37 yard field goal from Nickell and a pass from Caruthers on the CMU 40 to swingback Eric Redd, who carried it across the white line in 54 seconds until the end of the half.

This last play by the Chippewas, breaking the 4 point gap from 10 to 6 found a 17 to 6 was considered the turning point of the game.

"I think the player that killed us was at the end of the first half," Gilbertson said. "We were down by 11 instead of 4 to go to the locker room in the half." The mood in the locker room at half time was one of frustration for the Idaho players. "We knew we could do more and we just were not doing it," said flanker, Eric Jorgensen.

The second half did not bring any miracles to the Vandals side line. Idaho continued pressing forward with drives that in 159 yards passing and 38 yards rushing resulting in one touchdown by Jorgensen.

"We just didn't do the right things at the right time," said flanker Eric Jorgensen. "We weren't consistent - we did not capital-

lize on our chances."

Each attempt by Idaho to clear the end zone, the Chippewas tightened up and forced Idaho to sacrifice 3-pointers for touchdowns.

"The closer Idaho came we stiffened up and got tough," said CMU head coach Herb Dernovsek. "We let the Idaho quarterback know he had a lot of pressure."

John Fritzig felt the last of the night's rush for the tough CMU defense in the last eight minutes of the 4th quarter when Chippewa tackle, Dave Deletha sacked him for a loss of six yards and a minor injury. Freshman quarterback, Steve Nolan had his first opportunity to play this season for the last few minutes of the game.

Ladies drop four

Gonzo tomorrow

The Lady Vandal volleyball team returned home this weekend from a disappointing 0-4 performance at the Titan Volleyball Tournament in Fullerton, Calif. Idaho was dumped by Fresno State 9-15, 6-15; the University of Washington 2-15, 3-15; and Southwest Texas State 11-15, 11-15; on Friday. In Saturday's action the ladies were defeated by Texas A & M in the consolation bracket 7-15, 13-15.

The Lady Vandals are now 2-5 on the season, and will host Gonzaga on Wednesday night in Memorial Gym. The action is set to get underway at 7:30 p.m.

This match will be a faculty-staff night, where all faculty and staff, with current UI employee cards, will be admitted free of charge. All family members of faculty and staff will be admitted for $1 when entering with a faculty or staff member.

Despite the loss, the team improved with each match.

"We were more competitive in our last two matches," commented Head Coach Pam Bradtich.

"In both matches, we were in a position to win at least one game and possibly the match, but we didn't.

"But, the improvement from day one to day two was a positive," she said.

The team's defense continued to shine as they record numerous digs. In the final match with Texas A & M, the team accumulated 49 digs - the second highest of the season.

"Our defense was one bright spot throughout the tournament," Bradtich said. "It is keeping us in matches right now; we need to improve our hitting and consistency on offense. We did hit better in the match with Texas A & M."

In that match, the team recorded 26 kills to along with their 49 digs.

GET READY FOR THE WRITING PROFICIENCY TEST!

Workshops at the Learning Resource Center
(next to the Satellite SUB)

Monday Nights, beginning Sept. 21
7:00 p.m.

Wednesday Afternoons, beginning Sept. 23
3:30 p.m.

No pre-registration necessary; just show up!

For information about the workshops, call 885-6307

"The Courage of a Conservative"

Tuesday Sept. 13, 1987
7:30 p.m.
SUB Ballroom: S2 Students, S2 Lecture
Women CC open season 0-1

BY JULIE HOBIBACH

The Idaho Women’s cross country team opened their season Saturday with a dual meet at the Washington State University Golf Course. WSU defeated UI 19-39.

Idaho was led by freshman Karl Krebsbach and junior Paula Parrell, who placed fourth and fifth respectively.

Krebsbach was near the front throughout the race, while Parrell moved up during the course of the race.

“I didn’t really expect to beat WSU because they are a strong team, but it was a really good start for us this year. I was especially pleased with how well we finished men ran,” said Scott Lorek, head coach.

Idaho lost the top two runners from last year and Lorek said he was curious as to how the team would fill the empty places.

“Kari Krebsbach and Ronda Groshong are two of our freshmen and they ran like veterans at the meet,” Lorek said.

This was the first college meet for Krebsbach and Groshong, and they ranked in the top ten at the meet.

The third freshman on the team is Diane Krudso — another promising runner.

Junior Louise Mainville placed eighth at the meet, while Groshong came in tenth. Other Idaho placers were sophomore Anna Foreman at twelfth and senior Missy Madison at thirteenth.

Parrell, the top returner from last year, has improved drastically, according to Lorek.

Another returner is redshirt Pat Monnig. She sat out last season with a hamstring injury.

“I am very optimistic that we will improve during the year. We have a young team this year, but the important thing is working together and doing better as a group,” Lorek said.

One minute or less between the first and sixth runner is considered great time for a team, and the Idaho ladies had only 46 seconds separating them at Saturday’s meet.

“Last year, our first and sixth runners never made it in under one minute; I am really excited about that this year,” Lorek said.

The main strength of the cross country team is the women’s tough and very aggressive.

“We will try to reach our goals through a method of placing as a team,” Lorek said.

Opposing teams have single runners as their strengths, but Idaho will depend on the overall performance of each person to win at meets.

This year’s team will be better than last year’s because the runners are faster, Lorek said.

This Saturday is the Whitman Invitational at Walla Walla, where a dozen teams will compete.

Idaho’s goal is to get closer to WSU and improve their times.

Lorek said last year at the Whitman Invitational, WSU won, but Idaho came in a close second out of 10 teams.

Also in cross country news, the men’s team will travel to Spokane for the Coca-Cola Invitational this week.

On October 2, the Idaho men and women will host the Idaho Invitational at the university Golf Course. Numerous teams from the Northwest will come to Moscow for the competition.

FRESHMAN barrier Karl Krebsbach led the Lady Vandal Cross Country team in a dual meet with Washington State University Saturday. (ARGONAUT/John Fritz)
Intramurals

SOCcer - Men's & Women's
Tuesday, Sept. 15 - Team entries due.
Wednesday, Sept. 16 - Soccer clinic for those interested in officiating.
Thursday, Sept. 17, 4:30 p.m. - Soccer captains meeting (each team must have a captain representing them in UCC room to be announced).
Monday, Sept. 21: Games Begin.

CO-REC SOFTBALL

TENNIS - Men's & Women's
Sunday, Sept. 20: Men must report to Intramural Office at Noon. Sunday, Sept. 20: Women must report to Intramural Office at 4:30 p.m.

OUTDOOR CORNER

Upcoming Outdoor Program Events:

SAILBOARD WORKSHOP - Sept 17, 7:30 p.m., class session.
There will be two separate one-day trips on Saturday, Sept. 19 and Sunday, Sept. 20 (SUB, Russet Room).

INSTRUCTIONAL MOUNTAINEERING WORKSHOP - Sept 21, 7:30 p.m.
This workshop is open to anyone and is a pre- requisite for the trip to Kokanee Glacier (SUB, Russet Room).

INSTRUCTIONAL MOUNTAINEERING WORKSHOP - Sept. 26-27.
This weekend trip to Kokanee Glacier in Canada will cover the basics of snow and ice climbing, followed by an attempt of a major peak. Pre-trip meeting will be at the workshop on Sept 21.

BEGINNER LEVEL KAYAK COURSE - Sept 26-27.
Class session and instructional pool session will meet Wednesday, Sept. 16 at 5:30 p.m. in the Russet Room. Pre-trip meeting will be held in the Outdoor Programs office on September 23 at 4:30 p.m. River trip will be on the Lower Salmon.

SIGN UP FOR THESE TRIPS NOW BEING TAKEN.
For further information, stop by the Outdoor Programs office in the basement of the SUB or call 885-6810.

YOUR KEG BEER HEADQUARTERS

WE HAVE REFILLABLE MUGS
Coffee 1.99 with 15¢ Refills
Fountain 1.99 with 25¢ Refills
Coke, 7-Up, Dr. Pepper-reg. and diet
6 pk. cans only 1.65 plus tax

E.P. 10-40
Motor Oil 99¢ a Quart

Check out our quality selection of low-priced earrings!!

Pelicans Pete's

FINE FOODS
ROCKS

Every Tuesday Night
9 p.m. to 11 p.m.
$1.50 Coronas
$2.00 Mexican Spirits
Dancing 10:00 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Seven days without Rock makes one WEAK
Good Friends, Good Times

SE 1100 Johnson Ave. Pullman 314-4200

HBO

Cable-TV Subscribers Only

SEPTEMBER 14-25

ORDER HBO NOW AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR $1/$1 SPECIAL OFFER

Right now you can order HBO and get super savings on installation plus your first month of HBO for just $1.00 for a limited time only. Order now and enjoy hits like Legal Eagles and Back to the Future. And big events like The Second Annual Prince's Trust All-Star Rock Concert. And more! Then enjoy the fabulous fall line-up all Super-Season long!

Free On Cable Channel Compliments of the HBO Service and Visit Cable Vision Today!

882-2832

Win $1,000,000 in Sweepstakes!

VANDAL VOLLEYBALL
UI Volleyball team takes on Gonzaga tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
in Memorial Gym.

VANDAL FOOTBALL
UI Football team travels to Portland State on Sept. 19 for a non-conference game.

RECREATION RUNNERS
The Moscow Parks and Recreation and Campus Recreation are sponsoring a five and 10 kilometer fun run on Oct. 10. The "Huff'n'Puff'in" fun run starts and finishes at the Eggen Center, 1315 E. A St. The race is scheduled to begin at 10 a.m.
Those interested in running the race may register before Oct. 10. The cost is $12 which includes a polo shirt or $2.00 without a shirt. Those who register on race day must pay a late registration of $15.
Those who register prior to race day may pick up their registration form between 9:30 - 9:50 a.m. Late runners may register on race day between 9:15 - 9:30 a.m.

WEIGHT ROOM HOURS
M-Th 6:00 am-8:30am
M-Th 10:30 am-1:30 pm
M-Th 6:30 pm-9:45 pm
Fri 6:00 am-9:30 am
Fri 10:30 am-1:30 pm
Fri 2:30 pm-3:30 pm
Sat 9:00 am-5:00 pm
Sun noon-5:00 pm
A ‘self’ portrait
Prichard’s opening show provokes, enlightens

BY KIRK LAUGHNIN

Reflections on the Self, the new exhibit at the Prichard Gallery, opened Friday and promises to challenge and disturb introspective patrons. The exhibit, which runs through Oct. 18, features 16 artists from around the United States and includes sculptures, paintings, and photographs.

All of the presented works, in widely varying levels of realism, center on the human figure. Objective analysis is less important than the viewer’s emotional response to these works as the artists are presenting attitudes and imaginative flights rather than the literal human form.

Dominant images in the show are loneliness, confusion, and fear. Indicative of the range are the abstract acrylic paintings of Michael Almaguer. “Individu- allist” and “Dominant Man” both depict acts of violence and cruelty against dark and threatening backgrounds. The bleak devastation behind the solitary figures seems to reflect their mental destruction.

Along the same lines are the acrylic “Fallout” and “Lifeguard Chair 1” by Denise Anderson. They both feature a crowding figure who is contrasted with the life going on around them. The figures of a running man and a beach are made to seem threatening. Crying seems to be the only response available.

Sculptor Robert Brady does not even create comprehensible human figures. His man-size “San Antonio” is a mix of bush-like hu- man legs topped by a twisting in- sect head. For Brady, the human “self” is weak and must be dominated and mastered by nature. The oil paintings of Squeak Carnwath are simplistic and sur- real. Both “Companion” and “Read” depict in dark sweeps the formless power of the human im- agination.

The mixed media works of Carnwath seem at odds with one another. “Send the Alphabet” is a striking blue of the human form. The man within it is captured in a moment of motion but his purpose and features are unclear. “Still Life 4,”* on the other hand, is a lizard-like statement of the frailty and artificiality of existence.

Jim Huber echoes the idea of art- ificiality in his mixed media sculptures. His untitled work shows multi-colored mummies stretching. Their features, like their intentions and results, are un- clear. Their confusion of colors and purposes is shared with the viewer.

Shelia Miles’ tempura paintings use simplicity to make their points. “The Movers” and “The Exchange” both place featureless, opposed figures against uncertain, shapeless worlds. They seem to say that our existence is as random as the world around us.

The ceramic sculpture of Susan Newall betrays both her interest in classical Greek forms and the Kachin dolls of the ancient Rio Grande civilizations. The doll-like “Dapple Dress” and “Moments Mori” (I and II) are all static figures, perfectly scaled but race- less. They mix known civilizations into single, unmoving beings.

The otherwordly ceramic sculp- tures of Anna Oeha deal with the

SEE ART PAGE 12

One Place You Could Put The Money You’ll Save With Our Free Student Checking.

Instead of spending your money on monthly checking account fees, spend it on pizza. Or, heaven forbid, books. First Security’s student checking account gives you a free issue of 50 checks and lets you write ten free checks a month. Plus it gets you a First Security Cash Card of your own for free, unlimited HandiBank usage, and pays you interest if your balance goes over $1,000. All this and no monthly fee. Because we were once students ourselves. Stop into a First Security office to open your account today.

First Security Bank

Argonaut
Bond takes on a new face

REVIEW BY BRYAN CLARK

Half the people on earth are going to be in for a change starting this year.

In The Official James Bond Movie Book, Sally Hibbin estimates that over half the population of the world has seen a Bond movie. For them, the cinema's 007 is an immortal hero who has been adjusted to suit the times.

Darton, a veteran British stage actor, makes his debut in the role of Bond in The Living Daylights. It is the first of the 25-year-old series, loosely based on the novels of British journalist Ian Fleming.

By going back to the roots of the bond character, director John Glen and producers Michael Wilson and Cubby Broccoli have allowed Darton to work into the role with a fresh start in the series, free from much of the taint of previous Bonds.

Darton, as he has said in interviews, has gone back to the original Bond of the Fleming novels to capture a better, more realistic nature of the British super-spy. He has certainly accomplished that in The Living Daylights, achieving a Bond of the '80s. One that has human emotion, and human flaws.

The film is a rather low-key espionage tale in which Bond and a beautiful Russian operative (Maryam d'Abo) unravel a complex international arms scandal with a somewhat cloned American arms dealer (Joe Don Baker) at its crux. The story seems to center less, however, on the actual case than on the adventures Bond and his friend have in its unraveling and their eventual falling for one another. Proponents of "Safe Sex" have no worries with this one.

Also, their relationship remains on the up and up throughout the movie.

The film has all the elements of the Bond formula, though. There are the sweeping panoramic locations, the hair-raising escapes and action sequences and, of course, the beautiful women. It is in the tangentials that The Living Daylights really excels.

It lacks a lot of the extreme plot elements that made previous Bond films hard to digest at times. There are no sci-fi technologies trying to take over the world or any of the unbelievable situations that go along with them. Of course one doesn't expect a totally realistic view in a Bond film. That's not their nature.

The audience may grow when

SEE REVIEW PAGE 12
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and gossip. It not only reflects an incredible lack of knowledge as to the purpose of the book, but is an insult to all teachers. For this reason, I am compelled to address several issues discussed.

According to Skag, NEA fails to recognize the importance of phonics in reading and, instead, encourages teachers to focus on a "look-say" method, where students simply memorize word lists. However, it was the NEA who first pushed to have phonics as an integral part of all public school reading programs. What is more is that any student majoring in education at the University of Idaho can tell you, the greatest success in reading is associated with the combined teaching of context clues, sight words, structural analysis, and phonics.

Another implication of Skag's commentary is that the NEA is some socialist organization which stands for everything un-American and harmful to children. On the contrary, NEA's strength is in its thousands of local teachers who serve urban and rural communities throughout our country. NEA has taken a stand on every major issue concerning children, families, and schools, not ignoring those which are highly controversial. In addition, each year NEA supports a wide range of programs to help children in need and to advance the cause of education.

Indeed, this cause is one which concerns us all to offer an enriched environment which results in the development of individuals. Who are we to blame if the practice of chewing gum in class has been replaced by drug abuse, pregnancy, alcoholism, and battery as major school concerns? It is simply ludicrous to lay all the problems of modern society at the feet of teachers. Currently, teachers are forced to not only educate the young, but fulfill many major roles once delegated to community organizations, churches, and parents. In some areas, teachers routinely instruct entering first graders in basic health care and how to eat breakfast. This is the real reality that we need to face head on.

Considering everything, teachers and the NEA do a fantastic job. Our children do not need complainers, but doers, workers and helpers in their schools. To this otherwise is to ignore the facts.

Susan Day Colfin
SNEA President
University of Idaho

---

**T.O.I. THEATER**

**PENNY-PITCHER MOVIES**

**present this coupon for 0.50 admission to these movies...**

**The Brave One**

**The Fourth Protocol**

**Rush Hour**

**La Bamba**

**The Unabombers**

**Back To The Beach**

**Full Metal Jacket**

**TODAY**

7:15 9:30 R

7:00 9:15 R

7:00 9:15 R

7:15 9:30 R

7:30 9:30 R

5:20 7:20 R

5:10 7:10 R

7:00 9:00

6:00 8:00

---

Best Sandwiches in Town

Happy Hour: MF 3.50
2 for 1 pounds of Michelob.

---

**ALPHA CHI OMEGA**

would like to congratulate their new initiates!

Sam Gwendel
S equipment
Karen Privett
Karen Clemens
Tonya Blalock
Pointing fingers
Watt blasts the 'liberals'

BY ALAN SOLAN

Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt said Tuesday there is a revolution going on, and his side is losing.

Addressing a crowd of about 200 in the Student Union Ballroom, President Reagan's former cabinet member announced at the outset: "I am a conservative who believes in radical change for America."

The "change" Watt suggests is what he calls the removal of the privileged "liberal establishment." Watt said the national Organization for Women "has been captured by leftist, liberal" who espouse a radical agenda.

NOW would have you believe that if you are against nuclear power or weapons, you are against women, Watt said.

He also said that powerful representatives of groups like the Sierra Club in Washington, D.C. are "professional liberals" who are interested in pushing the liberal view. They care little about the environment, he said.

After his speech, Watt said that
"Love" depicts an insect man confused apparently by strong emotions. Descending further into a garish, Pee-Wee-Herman unreal- ity is "Favored Angel" which is a skeletal dinosaur shrieking at the sky, grasping at his eyes. It is the ultimate loneliness: inhuman and alone.

A Place For Everything and Everything In Its Place, like some of the other surreal paintings, con- trasts the solidity of the human form with a very unstable physical world.

In comparison, the tinted photographs of Jo Whaley make quite a bit of the human body. "Nocturne Rose" contrasts a nude body against the night sky, giving a cer- tain quality of cosmic importance to the form.

Despite unevenness in the show, the mere presence of so many in- spired works gives Reflections on the Self a positive sense. The range of artistry, which comes to Monocacy from as near as Washington and Montanta and from as far as New York, should not be missed.

Timothy Dalton strolling around in a powder-blue jump suit as Comer was forced to (though be
 contrary, NEA's strength is in its thousands of local teachers who serve urban and rural communities throughout our country. NEA has taken a stand on every major issue concerning children, families, and schools, not ignoring those which are highly controversial. In addi- tion, each year NEA supports a wide range of programs to help children in need and to advance the cause of education.

Indeed, this cause is one which concerns us all: to provide an en- riched environment which results in the development of individuals. Who are we to blame if the prac- tice of chewing gum in class has been replaced by drug abuse, preg- nancy, alcoholism, and battery as major school concerns? It is sim- ply ludicrous to lay all the problems of modern society at the feet of teachers. Currently, teachers are forced to not only educate the young, but fulfill many roles once delegated to commun- ity, organizations, churches and parents. In some areas, teachers routinely instruct entering first graders in basic health care and how to eat breakfast. This is be- fore the real education can begin. Considering everything, teachers and the NEA do a fantastic job. Our children do not need com- plainers, but doers, workers and help in their schools. To think otherwise is to ignore the facts.

Susan Day Collius
SNEA President
University of Idaho

PALOUSE
EMPIRE
MALL

Buy any 8" sub
and 2 medium

drinks and get

Any two 8" subs or

We know that a cheap calculator can cost you blood, sweat and time. Investing in a Hewlett-Packard cal- culator, on the hand, can save you time and again. HP calculators not only have better functions. They function better. With- out sticking keys and bad connections.

Hewlett-Packard is the place where you can get the cream of the calculators at a non-fat price. We're cutting $10 off the HP-12C. That boys you wore built-in functions than anyone else's financial calculator.

And we're giving away a free Advantage Module, $10 value, with every HP-41 Advanced Scientific cal- cculator you buy. This 12K-byte plug-in, menu-driven ROM was designed speci- cally for students.

If you drop by your campus bookstore and compare HP cal- culators with the rest. By midterm, you'll see what a deal this is.
Pointing fingers

Watt blasts the ‘liberals’

BY ALAN SOLAN

Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt said Tuesday there is a revolution going on, and his side is losing.

Addressing a crowd of about 200 in the Student Union Ballroom, President Reagan’s former cabinet member announced at the outset, "I am a conservative who believes in radical change for America."

The “change” Watt suggests is what he calls the removal of the privileged “liberal establishment” — a accountable deadbeat.

Electronic Living... College Is Just the Beginning

Make space in your life for the latest must-have electronic equipment.

Making the Grade with Computers

PCs give student standouts an edge.

Come On In and Steal My Stuff

Why invite theft? Use common-sense security measures to protect your electronic equipment.

Push-button Brain Power

Rely on hand-held calculators for a memory boost.

Product Showcase

What’s on the market

Who Wants to Know?

A question-and-answer column
ARGONAUT

ART FROM PAGE 10
persecution of others. Her work called "Dots, Evelyn, and Their Cat Think The Lizard Women are Too, Too Tricky" shows strange, purple and green creatures passing judgment on other creatures who are equally odd. The point underlined here seems to be that being found more compatible if they concentrated on each other's similarities rather than their differences.

Any Podmore explores the subject of inner division in her ceramic statue "Inside-Outside." Two ghostly faces gaze out of one bowl, showing a monstrous division within the person's psyche.

The castonion acrylic paintings of Andrew Rosenthal, although primitive, are effective on a humorous level. "Sacred Lamb, Chasing the Moon" asks whether the individual's place is in a technological world of Star Wars, alien radiation, and political intrigue.

The surreal painted wood sculptures of Linda Rybicki are some of the most disturbing of the lot.

"Love" depicts an insect man, confused apparently by strong emotions. Descending further into a garth, Peo-Wee-Herman unreal- ly is "Favored Angel" which is a skeletal dinosaur shriveling at the sky, gouging at his eyes. It is the ultimate loneliness: inhuman and alone.

"A Place For Everything and Everything In Its Place," like some of the other surreal paintings, con- structs the solidarity of the human form with a very unstable physical world.

In comparison, the tinted photog- raphs of Jo Whaley make quite a bit of the human body. "Noor- borne Rose" contrasts a nude body against the night sky, giving a certain quality of cosmic importance to the form.

Diversity among the most effective in the show, the mere presence of so many in- tended works gives Reflections on the Self a positive sense. The range of artists, which comes to the University from as near as Washington and Montana and from as far as New York, should not be missed.

LETTER FROM PAGE 5
and gossip. It not only reflects an incredible lack of knowledge as to the purposes of NEA, but is an in- volution of all teachers. For this reason, I am compelled to address several issues discussed.

According to Skaggs, NEA fails to recognize the importance of phonics in reading and, instead, en- courages teachers to focus on a "look-say" method, where stu- dents simply memorize word lists. However, it was NEA who first pushed to have phonics as an in- tegral part of all public school reading programs. What is more is any student majoring in education at the University of Idaho can tell you, the greatest success in reading is associated with the combined teaching of context clues, sight words, structural analysis, and phonics.

Another implication of Skaggs's commentary is that the NEA is some radical organization which stands for everything un-American and harmful to children. On the contrary, NEA's strength is in its thousands of local teachers who serve urban and rural communities throughout our country. NEA has taken a stand on every major issue concerning children, families, and schools, not ignoring those which are highly controversial. In addi- tion, each year NEA supports a wide range of programs to help children in need and to advance the cause of education.

Indeed, this cause is one which concerns us all: to provide an en- riched environment which results in the development of individuals. Who are we to blame if the prac- tice of chewing gum in class has been replaced by drug abuse, preg- nancy, alcoholism, and battery as major school concerns? It is sim- ply ludicrous to lay all the problems of modern society at the feet of teachers. Currently, teachers are forced to not only educate the young, but fulfill many roles once delegated to commu- nity organizations, churches and parents. In some areas, teachers routine instruct entering fifth graders in basic health care and how to eat breakfast. This is be- fore the real educating can begin.

Considering everything, teachers, the NEA is a fantastic job. Our children do not need com- mercial, workers and helpers in their schools. To think otherwise is to ignore the fact.

Susan Day Collins
SNEA President
University of Idaho

editor's note

A Note from the Editor...

Welcome to Plus, the new magazine-style supplement distributed through your campus newspaper. You'll be seeing us throughout the school year as we bring you special one-theme issues. And we think you'll like what you see—topics of interest, lively articles, and eye-catching artwork.

This first issue of Plus is "The College Guide to Consumer Electronics." In it, we feature the world of electronics from the consumer's point of view: what you need to know about buying and using today's high-tech equipment.

Are you in the market for a computer, electronic typewriter, or advanced hand-held calculator to assist you in your studies? Maybe you've been thinking about enhancing your living space with a compact disc player, telephone answering machine, or other creature comforts. Regardless of what products you're after, you want those that meet your needs. In school or out, at work or play, you're living in an electronic world... and college is just the beginning. That's where Plus can help.

With so many choices available, how do you decide what's right for you? Should you buy for the short term or the long haul? How do you pick equipment that can "last a lifetime" with you? Plus asks the questions and supplies the answers.

Look for future issues of Plus along with your campus newspaper. The feature topics will change, but our goal remains the same: to help you make smart buys.

Margaret Nadelo
Pointing fingers
Watt blasts the 'liberals'

By ALAN SOLAN

Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt said Tuesday there is a revolution going on, and his side is losing.

Addressing a crowd of about 200 in the Student Union Ballroom, President Reagan's former cabinet member announced at the outset: "I am a conservative who believes in radical change for America.... The "change" Watt suggests is what he calls the removal of the privileged "liberal establishment..."

Awesome Savings
on WordStar®

"I made the grade and saved Dad megabucks."

WordStar Professional, Release 4 $125
WordStar 2000 Plus $125
Easy Extra $60
75% Savings for Students & Faculty

"An A+ paper...and I couldn't have done it without WordStar! I used to pull all-nighters typing. But not anymore! With my new WordStar word processing software, preparing papers is hassle-free.

Now registered students...and faculty members too...can purchase their own package of the most widely used word processing software in the world for the absolute minimum price...thanks to MicroPro's educational endowment program. Choose from any of MicroPro's top-of-the-line software, including the new WordStar Professional, Rel. 4 or WordStar 2000 Plus or Easy Extra.

To order your software at awesome savings...or to receive a FREE catalog of MicroPro software products send in the coupon today.

Make the grade with WordStar...and save Dad a bundle.

MicroPro International Corporation
Educational Sales
181 Loudoun St., SW, PO Box 2246
Leesburg, VA 22075, (703) 777-9110

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City________________ State____ Zip____

[ ] Please send your FREE catalog today!
[ ] WordStar Professional, Rel. 4
[ ] Suggested Retail, $495
[ ] Students! Faculty price $125
[ ] WordStar 2000 Plus
[ ] Suggested Retail, $495
[ ] Students! Faculty price $125
[ ] Easy Extra
[ ] Suggested Retail, $195
[ ] Students! Faculty price $60

Signature_______________________
[ ] VISA Exp. Date:__________

Card #:________________________

MicroPro International Corporation, 181 Loudoun St., SW, PO Box 2246, Leesburg, VA 22075, (703) 777-9110. Name__________________________
Address________________________
City________________ State____ Zip____

[ ] Please send your FREE catalog today!
[ ] WordStar Professional, Rel. 4
[ ] Suggested Retail, $495
[ ] Students! Faculty price $125
[ ] WordStar 2000 Plus
[ ] Suggested Retail, $495
[ ] Students! Faculty price $125
[ ] Easy Extra
[ ] Suggested Retail, $195
[ ] Students! Faculty price $60

Signature_______________________
[ ] VISA Exp. Date:__________

Card #:________________________

FALL '87/plus 9

It's not on the n wire if your nputer is turned off, but there's art class...
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and gossip. It not only reflects an incredible lack of knowledge as to the purposes of NEA, but is an insult to all teachers. For this reason, I am compelled to address several issues discussed.

According to Skaggs, NEA fails to recognize the importance of phonics in reading and, instead encourages teachers to focus on a "look-say" method, where students simply memorize word lists. However, the NEA who first pushed to have phonics as an integral part of all public school reading programs is none other than the very students majoring in education at the University of Idaho can tell you, the greatest success in reading is associated with the combined use of phonics, word recognition, structural analysis, and phonics.

Another implication of Skaggs' commentary is that the NEA is some socialist organization which stands for everything un-American and harmful to children. On the contrary, NEA's strength is in its thousands of local teachers who serve urban and rural communities throughout our country. NEA has taken a stand on every major issue concerning children, families, and schools, not ignoring those which are highly controversial. In addition, each year NEA supports a wide range of programs to help children in need and to advance the cause of education.

Indeed, this is the one in which we find ourselves: to provide an enriched environment which results in the development of individuals. Who are we to blame if the practice of cheating in exams is as widespread as drug abuse, pregnancy, alcoholism, and battery as major school concerns? It is simply ludicrous to lay all the problems of modern society at the feet of teachers. Currently, teachers are faced with not only educating the young, but fulfilling many roles once delegated to community organizations, churches and parents. In some areas, teachers routinely instruct entering first graders in basic health care and how to eat breakfast. This is the real teaching profession can begin.

Considering everything, teachers and the NEA do a fantastic job. Our children do not need complainers; they already have too many in their schools. To think otherwise is to ignore the facts.

Susan Day Collins
SNEA President
University of Idaho
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**College Is Just the Beginning!**

By: Robi

Livelong...
Pointing fingers
Watt blasts the 'liberals'

BY ALAN SOLAN

Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt said today that "there is a revolution going on, and his side is losing." Addressing a crowd of about 200 in the Student Union Ballroom, President Reagan's former cabinet member announced at the outset: "I am a conservative who believes in radical change for America."

The 'change' he calls the privileged "liberals"..."a revolution..." a revolution..."a revolution..." a revolution..."a revolution..." a revolution..."a revolution...

...a revolution that has half a chance Ten years ago, few consumers would have predicted cars that "talk" to drivers, or videotapes and VCRs, or phones that "redial" at a touch. In electronics, yesterday's revolutionary discoveries are used routinely today. And even greater changes are expected for tomorrow. The future is shaping up fast, and it promises to be very exciting.

So, why not get a head start on the "user-friendly" years ahead? Learn to get the most out of the consumer electronics you already have. And if you're in the market for more, look for equipment that can help you out now and introduce you to the future!

A...is for Applications:
Putting Electronics to Work

D...YOU have an electronics "graveyard"—a hitherto unused place for yesterday's unwise buys? Most often electronic equipment that goes to the graveyard does so because (once the novelty wears off) buyers realize it doesn't do anything they really need.

What's a smart buy in electronics? Equipment with "applications," to your life, the capacity to provide services you need.

Consider the possible applications of these popular consumer electronic buys:

- Personal computers: PCs can make any kind of academic work easier—from researching English papers to number-crunching for calculus class. Students also use PCs to edit/review papers, type class notes, produce résumés, club newsletters, ads for on-campus activities...access information from a data base...run a campus business...keep track of work schedules...balance the student council budget (or their own!).
- Video equipment: VCRs and camcorders can be fun and useful too. Some ideas: Plan a VCR film series, with your room as the mini-

—student organization for women that has been captured by leftist, radical liberals" who expose a radical agenda. NOW would you have believe that if you are against nuclear power or weapons, you are against women, Watt said. He also said that powerful representatives of groups like the Sierra Club in Washington, D.C., are "professional liberals" who are interested in pushing the liberal..."A revolution..." a revolution..."a revolution..." a revolution..."a revolution..." a revolution..."a revolution..."a revolution..."a revolution...

...a revolution that has half a chance Ten years ago, few consumers would have predicted cars that "talk" to drivers, or videotapes and VCRs, or phones that "redial" at a touch. In electronics, yesterday's revolutionary discoveries are used routinely today. And even greater changes are expected for tomorrow. The future is shaping up fast, and it promises to be very exciting.

So, why not get a head start on the "user-friendly" years ahead? Learn to get the most out of the consumer electronics you already have. And if you're in the market for more, look for equipment that can help you out now and introduce you to the future!

A...is for Applications:
Putting Electronics to Work

WHAT'S in your life—what do you do, how do you do it, what you plan for yourself. It will do things you need and maybe even offer some unexpected applications. And as you put the equipment to work for you, it can begin to shape your life—giving you new possibilities, changing old patterns.

get artists, musicians, designers, video freaks, and other people with special interests something to smile about. Computerized electronic keyboards open up new possibilities for composers and performers...designers (of everything from dresses to skyscrapers) can use computer-aided design software to produce quicker, better drawings...video editing programs are terrific for budding film editors, broadcast journalists, etc.

The ideal equipment will fit your life—what you do, how you do it, what you plan for yourself. It will do things you need and maybe even offer some unexpected applications. And as you put the equipment to work for you, it can begin to shape your life—giving you new possibilities, changing old patterns.

—student organization for women that has been captured by leftist, radical liberals" who expose a radical agenda. NOW would you have believe that if you are against nuclear power or weapons, you are against women, Watt said. He also said that powerful representatives of groups like the Sierra Club in Washington, D.C., are "professional liberals" who are interested in pushing the liberal..."A revolution..." a revolution..."a revolution..."a revolution..."a revolution..."a revolution..."a revolution..."a revolution..."a revolution...

...a revolution that has half a chance Ten years ago, few consumers would have predicted cars that "talk" to drivers, or videotapes and VCRs, or phones that "redial" at a touch. In electronics, yesterday's revolutionary discoveries are used routinely today. And even greater changes are expected for tomorrow. The future is shaping up fast, and it promises to be very exciting.

So, why not get a head start on the "user-friendly" years ahead? Learn to get the most out of the consumer electronics you already have. And if you're in the market for more, look for equipment that can help you out now and introduce you to the future!

A...is for Applications:
Putting Electronics to Work

WHAT'S in your life—what do you do, how do you do it, what you plan for yourself. It will do things you need and maybe even offer some unexpected applications. And as you put the equipment to work for you, it can begin to shape your life—giving you new possibilities, changing old patterns.

get artists, musicians, designers, video freaks, and other people with special interests something to smile about. Computerized electronic keyboards open up new possibilities for composers and performers...designers (of everything from dresses to skyscrapers) can use computer-aided design software to produce quicker, better drawings...video editing programs are terrific for budding film editors, broadcast journalists, etc.

The ideal equipment will fit your life—what you do, how you do it, what you plan for yourself. It will do things you need and maybe even offer some unexpected applications. And as you put the equipment to work for you, it can begin to shape your life—giving you new possibilities, changing old patterns.

get artists, musicians, designers, video freaks, and other people with special interests something to smile about. Computerized electronic keyboards open up new possibilities for composers and performers...designers (of everything from dresses to skyscrapers) can use computer-aided design software to produce quicker, better drawings...video editing programs are terrific for budding film editors, broadcast journalists, etc.
**LETTER FROM PAGE 5**

Despite unforeseen economic downturns, the electronic dinosaur is not yet extinct. The truth is, those who buy electronic dinosaurs in the forms of Wall Street iMac computers, for example, are as much to blame for the repetitive use of dinosaurs as the companies who design them in the first place. The new breed of electronic dinosaurs, those who can program a computer to do everything the dinosaur could do but can also play music, watch movies, and access the internet, are no better. The problem is that these dinosaurs are just as inefficient and cumbersome to use as their predecessors, and the only difference is in the screen." 

**ARGONAUT**

manufacturer?

Before you read a manuscript, be sure to address any extra issues discussed.

According to Skag, NEA fails to address the importance of phonic instruction in reading and, instead, encourages teachers to focus on a "look-say" method, which is not supported by scientific research. It is unreasonable to hope that children in need and to advance the cause of education.

Indeed, this cause is one which concerns us all: to provide an enriched environment which results in the development of individuals. The NEA's lack of commitment to the practical use of chewing gum in class has been replaced by drug abuse, which is a major social concern. It is simply unscientific to lay the blame for our nation's problems on the shoulders of the NEA.

Another implication of Skag's commentary is that the NEA is indeed one of the organizations that stands for educating all American self-helpful citizens. On the contrary, NEA's strength is in its ability to focus local teachers to serve urban and rural communities throughout our country. NEA has been active in a number of areas major issue concerning children, families, and schools, not ignoring those which are highly controversial. In addition, each year NEA supports a wide range of programs to help children in need and to advance the cause of education.

When you search for the importance of phonic instruction and, instead, encourage teachers to read a manuscript, be sure to address any extra issues discussed. **Sue Keef**

**SAVE BIG ON HEWLETT-PACKARD CALCULATORS**

- **HP-28C**
  - State of the Art Scientific Calculator

  **$175**

- **HP-41CV**
  - High Handheld Computing System

  **$175**

- **HP-41CX**
  - Professional Scientific Calculator

  **$125**

- **HP-12C**
  - Excelent Business Calculator

  **$625**

**Tomorrow's Electronic Life**

What's up the line for electronics consumers—on the job and at home? A look at the future:

**The Workplace.** Whether you plan to program computers, run a restaurant, manage a clothing store, open a travel agency, report the news, or design homes—the electronics of tomorrow will be there to help you. Information will mean power (and jobs). Computerized data bases will become even more a valuable asset to businesses in fields—from music scholars, bank customers, newspaper reporters, legal clerks. The "next generation" of computers will be able to communicate with users through simple programs. A double-check a bookkeeper's math or scan publications for articles related to your pet project.

The high-tech workstation of the future will start right under your nose—on your desk! The "electronic desk" will combine the functions of your computer, printer, and other devices.

**BUYING THE RIGHT MACHINE**

It is known to happen: You go out and buy a new computer and a burning desire for a meaningful relationship with high technology. You come back short on cash, long on frustration, and wondering just what you bought.

Can you keep it from happening to you? Buying the "right stuff" isn't that hard—if you play by the rules. Think of it this way: Buying a car (and computers are often as expensive); the more certain you are of what you want, the better your chances of making a satisfying purchase. Follow these four suggestions:

- DNE: Buy machines that DO what you want. Sounds simple—but you'd be surprised how many people buy electronic hardware (the machine) without knowing exactly what it can do.
- DNE: You're tracking down a good PC, for instance, look at software.
- DNE: Decide on the best programs for your needs—and buy a computer that will run them.
- DNE: Start on a "test drive" before you buy. Are you putting in the PC system? Cost more; monitor, printer, etc.

Before deciding if it's a "keeper." Before you spend a dime on anything, find out how the machines work and watch it work. Does it do what you want? Whatever the test run electronic equipment in the store and back in quarters before deciding if it's a "keeper." Before you buy an electronic device, be sure it's worth it. Don't change your mind in the store. Before you reach the checkout, consider the cost and how it's rated by independent sources. Know the facts and what it's worth, how much. Write yourself a wish list with it on the software you want. What do I want it to do? How much can I afford to spend? Then, don't change your mind—at least, not without looking into it.
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Pointing fingers
Watt blasts the 'liberals'

BY ALAN SOLAN

Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt said Tuesday there is a revolution going on, and his side is losing.

Addressing a crowd of about 200 in the Student Union Ballroom, Watt told the former cabinet member announced at the outset: "I am a conservative who believes in radical change for America."

The 21st Amendment, Watt suggests, is what he calls...
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You can't beat USS for Selection, Savings, Service. With the latest in home electronics, computers, accessories and more, there's something for everyone at USS. You can find it all at USS, the home electronics authority.

For more information, call 325-5500.

1-800-DIAL-USR, Ext. 59

U.S. Robotics
The Intelligent Choice in Data Communications
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**LETTER FROM PAGE 5**

The opposite of the world's increasing emphasis on technology is the unchanging certainty of human nature. The world's complexity is overwhelming; however, the human condition remains constant: to seek beauty in nature, to love our neighbors, to fight for justice.

**ART FROM PAGE 10**

Art is a form of communication that transcends language and culture. It allows us to express emotions and ideas that are universal. The paintings and photographs in this issue are a testament to the power of art to connect and inspire.

**REVIEW FROM PAGE 11**

Bond and the beautiful young Russian woman from the Alps in her instrument case or...
Pointing fingers
Watt blasts the 'liberals'

BY ALAN SOLAN

Former U.S. Secretary of the Inter-
ior James Watt said Tuesday
there is a revolution going on, and
his side is losing.

Addressing a crowd of about
200 in the Student Union Ball-
room, President Reagan's former
advisor announced that if you are
for nuclear power and weapons, you
are against women, Watt said.

He also said that powerful
representatives of groups like the
Sierra Club in Washington, D.C.,
are "professional liberals" who
are interested in pushing the liberal
view. They care little about the
environment, he said.

At Home. Tomorrow's consum-
ers may cruise electronic shopping
malls rather than real-world stores
— buying goods and services with
the touch of a button. Checks and
cards could be passed, replaced by com-
puterized banking from home and
"smart cards" that won't let you
cash in.

And home computers will offer
software programs to help
you stick to a budget, plan a vaca-
tion, even calculate the amount of
stress in your life.

Electronic "cocoons" will pro-
vide much of your entertainment:
movies, music, and telephone
screen visits with relatives or
friends across the country. Even
cars will be in the picture—on
board video screen and computer
will plot a route and display it in
map form, and calculate how long it
will take you to reach your destina-
tion.

At home or at play, electronics is
the coming thing. And it's not too
soon to plug into the action:
the electronics you use today can
wire you into the electronic life of
your future.

The $149
Sportster modem.

It brings your school's
mainframe computer
into your room.

Get CompuServe IntroPak—a $40 value—Free!

A Sportster 1200 bps modem connects your Apple, IBM-compatible or almost
any computer to the world. So instead of going to the university computer cen-
ter during regular hours, you can access the mainframe computer anytime.
Right from your room. You can write or edit your term papers, Communi-
icate with bulletin board services. Access libraries. Or even submit your
assignment to your instructor using your campus E-mail network. All at
around 120 characters per second.

The compact, dependable Sportster modem is made by USRobotics, one
of America's leading manufacturers for over 10 years. So this is no toy. It's
a competitive tool for students who want to work smarter, not just harder.

At your college bookstore or call for name and model.

1-800-DIAL-USR, Ext. 59

USRobotics

The Intelligent Choice In Data Communications
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"Love" depicts an insect man, confused apparently by strong emotions. Descending further into a garish, Pee-Wee-Herman unrealitiy is "Favored Angel" which is a skeletal dinosaur shrieking at the sky, groaning at his eyes. It is the ultimate loneliness: inhuman and alone.

"A Place For Everything and Everything In Its Place," like some of the other surreal paintings, contrast the solidity of the human form with a very unstable physical world.

In comparison, the timeworn photographs of Jo Whaley make quite a bit of the human body. "Nocturne Rose" contrasts a nude body against the night sky, giving a certain quality of cosmic importance to the form.

Despite unevenness in the show, the mere presence of so many inspired works on Reactions on the Self a positive sense. The range of artistry, which comes to Moscow from as near as Washington and Montana and from as far as New York, should not be missed.

The surreal painted wood sculpturos of Leslie Krykel are some of the most disturbing of the lot.

LETTER FROM PAGE 5

and gossp. It not only reflects an incredible lack of knowledge as to the purposes of NEA, but is an in-

suit to all teachers. For this reason, I am compelled to address several issues discussed.

According to Stagg, NEA fails to recognize the importance of phonics in reading and, instead en-
courages teachers to focus on a "look-say" method, where students simply memorize word lists. However, it was the NEA who first pushed to have phonics as an integral part of all public school reading programs. What is more as any student majoring in education at the University of Idaho can tell you, the greatest success in read-
ing is associated with teaching of context clues, sight words, structural analysis, and phonics.

Another implication of Stagg's commentary is that the NEA is some socialist organization which stands for everything un-American and harmful to children. On the contrary, NEA's strength is in its thousands of local teachers who serve urban and rural communities throughout our country. NEA has taken a stand on every major issue concerning children, families, and schools, not ignoring those which are highly controversial. In addi-
tion, each year NEA supports a wide range of programs to help children in need and to advance the cause of education. Indeed, this cause is one which concerns us all: to provide an en-
riched environment which results in the development of individuals. Who are we to blame if the prac-
tice of chewing gum in class has been replaced by drug abuse, pre-

cy, alcoholism, and battery at major school concerns? It is sim-
ply ludicrous to lay all the problem of modern society at the feet of teachers. Currently, teachers are forced to not only educate the young, but fulfill many roles once delegated to commun-
ity organizations, churches and parents. In some areas, teachers routinely instruct entering first-
year students on the dangers of drug abuse, alcoholism, and battery.

Our children do not need com-

dainers, but doctors, workers and helpes in their schools. To think otherwise is to ignore the facts.

Susan Day Collin
SNEA President
University of Idaho

Making the Grade
with Computers

In grandpa's day, the well-
equipped scientist went off to school with a ravenous coat and a fountain pen. In mom and dad's day, the college-bound arrived on campus with a portable radio, port-
able stereo, and portable (maybe even electric) typewriter. But today's college students, while still free to bring all of the above to cam-
pus, may need an additional item that didn't exist when their parents and grandparents went to school—a personal computer (PC).

"There's no question that my PC has improved the quality of my work immeasurably," says Alan Zib-
ble, a junior at Northern Illinois University in DeKalb. "For one thing, at least the professors can read what I write. My papers look neat, and don't kid yourself—neat-
ess still counts!"

"It's true," confirms Dr. David Appleyard, professor of mathe-

matics for the College of students at Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota. "With a personal com-
puter, our students can combine word processing with graphics, even if they only use it to organize their notes into a legible first draft, so they can add charts, graphs, and illustrations, according to the capabilities of their software."

Recently, Clarkson University in Potsdam, New York, provided ev-
every incoming freshman with a personal computer from a major elec-
tronics firm. Says David Bray, Clarkson's dean of computing, "The quality of papers improved drastically."

It's clear that both students and faculty have embraced the personal computer as a useful tool in the suit of advanced education. There are very few institutions of higher learning that do not provide their students with "computing ac-
counts"—an amount of on-line
Pointing fingers
Watt blasts the 'liberals'

BY ALAN SOLAN

Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt said Tuesday there is a revolution going on, and his side is losing.

Addressing a crowd of about 200 in the Student Union Ballroom, President Reagan's former cabinet member announced at the outset: "I am a conservative who believe in radical change for America."

The 'change' Watt suggests is what he calls the removal of the privileged 'liberal establishment.'

The American Computer Services department at De Paul University in Chicago keeps track of the frequency with which students use the university's academic computer network. The newest figures indicate that, in addition to using their PCs strictly as computers, more and more students are using them as terminals too, dialing up campus mainframes as easily as they use a telephone.

Says Dr. Keith Phillis, a professor in the Computing Research Laboratory at New Mexico State University in Las Cruces, "The student with a PC of his or her own has a definite advantage when it comes to the competitive edge in achieving academic success. Frankly, I wouldn't want to leave home without one."

Some Suggestions from the Pros

Like some of the same considerations that lead a student to choose a college or university in the first place, intelligent, rational decisions must be made about that newest roommate, the PC. Is it "friendly?" Affordable? And above all, does it meet the user's specific needs?

The first consideration is undoubtedly the most important. It is a waste of money to buy a powerful computer capable of running all sorts of programs and storing all sorts of memory is the single most needs nor wants, but if there is the fact that overbuying is a student richer needs.

Sophisticated and first-time purchaser makes. Obviously, it makes common mistakes of first-time computer applications are going to be good sense to find out which computer applications are going to be useful to your line of study. If your major is in English or liberal arts, will basic word processing be enough? Will you need special systems for engineering, accounting, economics, or pre-med?

Scott Mize, a founder of Strawberry Software in Watertown, Massachusetts, thinks it's wise to find out if your college has a preference for one computer model. over another. If so, that college will likely mean you'd be able to pick up a PC made available to the school by the manufacturer at considerable savings. It's also smart to check with your school's campus computer center to find out exactly how much "support," such as free or discount cost, is available to students. This is also software, it is able to provide for your brand of PC. This is also software, it is able to provide for your brand of PC.

Free manuals and helpful suggestions on "peripheral," such as free or discount cost, is available to students. This is also software, it is able to provide for your brand of PC. This is also software, it is able to provide for your brand of PC. This is also software, it is able to provide for your brand of PC.

Compatibility is another issue to consider. Before you go off to school, you'd want to be certain that you have a program that will allow your PC to communicate with the large, central mainframe machine already in place on campus.

Once you've decided what kind of a PC you need, buy the best one you can afford, and make certain you understand exactly what kind of service and support is available. Many computer manufacturers maintain toll-free hot lines for users with questions or problems.

Do as much of your class work on your PC as you possibly can. For example, if you're taking a course in electronics, without having to worry too much about what happened to it, the notebook was complete. At issue was the fact that the bill failed to address a few seniors considered a "cup of the way Activities Board receives and tracks funds in the first place. According to ASU Rules and Regulations, every Feb. 15, the Activities Board chairman is required to present a list of

Laurie Galloway creates a poster, work is part of the senior art class
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and gospel. It not only reflects an incredible lack of knowledge as to the purposes of NEA, but is an insult to all teachers. For this reason, I am compelled to address several issues discussed.

According to Skag, NEA fails to recognize the importance of phonics in reading and, instead, encourages teachers to ‘look at’ words rather than ‘look at’ words method, where students simply memorize word lists. However, a NEA staff who first pushed to have phonics as an integral part of all public school reading programs. What is more than this, students majoring in education alone this achievement. To a student in college, it is the greatest success in reading and is associated with the combined teaching of context clues, sight words, structural analysis, and phonics.

Another implication of Skag’s commentary is that the NEA is a socialist organization which stands for everything un-American and harmful to children. On the contrary, NEA’s strength is in its ability to counteract other powerful organizations which seek to control and manipulate public education. NEA has taken a stand on every major issue concerning children, families, and schools, not ignoring those which are highly controversial. In addition, each year NEA supports a wide range of programs for children in need and to advance the cause of education.

Indeed, this cause is one which concerns us all: to provide an enriched environment which will help all children in development of individuals. Who are we to blame if the primary reason of cheating guns in class has been replaced by drug abuse, pregnancy, alcoholism, and battery at major school concerns? It is simple ludicrous to lay all the problems of modern society at the door of teachers. Certainly, teachers are forced to not only educate the young, but fulfill many roles once assigned to community organizations, churches and parents. In some areas, teachers routinely instruct entering fifth graders in basic health and how to eat a salad. This is before the reality of educating. Articles, study guides and the NEA does a fantastic job.

Our children do not need concern themselves; they do not help in their schools. This otherwise is to ignore the fact.

Susan Day Collin

SNEA President

University of Idaho
Pointing fingers
Watt blasts the 'liberals'

BY ALAN SOLAN

Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt said Tuesday there is a revolution going on, and his side is losing.

Addressing a crowd of about 100 in the Student Union Ballroom, President Reagan's former cabinet member announced at the outset: "I am a conservative who believes in radical change for America."

The "change" Watt suggests is what he calls the removal of the "liberal establishment's"

local organization of women "has been captured by leftist, liberal" who espouse a radical agenda.

NOW would have you believe that if you are against nuclear power or weapons, you are against women, Watt said.

He also said that powerful representatives of groups like the Sierra Club in Washington, D.C., are "professioal leaders" who are interested in pushing the liberal view. They care little about the environment, he said.

After his speech, Watt said that during the time the conservation

and Steal
My Stuff

Because you're to your resident hall adviser as big as possible.
2) Have someone check student IDs as people enter a party (to deter unwelcome outsiders).
Campus housing regulations may prohibit dorm dwellers from installing extra locks or bolting down electronic equipment. But you can improve dorm security without breaking rules.

Moderately priced cable security systems sold at computer stores can adequately protect your PC, stereo, and TV without damaging your room or furniture. One system secures equipment this way: a steel cable passes through special fasteners attached to existing screws to prevent removal; the cable is wound around a desk or table and locked.

For more hi-tech protection, you may want to use a computerized alarm: it's activated by turning a key-switch, and the alarm sounds when your equipment is moved.

Off-campus apartment dwellers have other security options. Officer Michael Steep of the Evanston Police Department Crime Preven-
You're proud of the state-of-the-art stereo system you brought to your college dorm. And the computer. And the VCR. But you're also worried that someone is going to make off with them when you're not around.

Why invite theft? Some simple precautions can foil would-be thieves and reduce your anxiety.

Common sense is the best security device, says Robert Stolle of the Northwestern University Public Safety Department in Evanston, Illinois. He offers these tips for dorm safety:

☐ When leaving a room, even for a few minutes, talk to a friend, lock the door.

☐ When leaving your room for the day, make sure all windows are closed and locked and valuable items are stowed out of sight.

☐ Report any locks, doors, or windows needing repair, or any lost keys to your resident hall adviser as soon as possible.

☐ Have someone check student IDs as people enter a party to deter unwelcome outsiders.

Campus housing regulations may prohibit dorm dwellers from installing extra locks or bolting down electronic equipment. But you can improve dorm security without breaking rules.

Moderately priced cable security systems sold at computer stores can adequately protect your PC, stereo, and TV without damaging your room or furniture. One system secures equipment this way: a steel cable passes through special fasteners attached to existing screws in windows and doors. The cable is wound around a desk or table and locked.

For more high-tech protection, you may want to use a computer security system, an Alarm, it's activated by turning a key-switch, and the alarm sounds when your equipment is removed. Off-campus apartment dwellers have other security options. Officer Michael Shep of the Evanston Police Department Crime Prevention Unit suggests supplementing standard deadbolt locks with:

☐ A dead-bolt lock. The best dead bolts have a 1-inch metal throw (the bolt's length when fully extended into the door frame). These locks are tough to pry off;

☐ Double cylinder locks, if there is glass in the door. These locks feature a removable key on the inside. They prevent a thief from breaking the glass to reach in;

☐ Insert locks. Insert locks are installed in the door frame. These locks are difficult to remove.

Keep an updated inventory of your possessions. A detailed list of your belongings is useful in letting the insurance company and the police know what you owned and how to identify it. A good inventory contains:

☐ A written description of possessions, including special marks, serial numbers, model names, and special engraving;

☐ The date the items were acquired and their original cost;

☐ Purchase receipts;

☐ Snapshots or videotapes of items;

☐ Enrollment in a theft protection plan. Some insurance companies will only pay for losses when the insured is enrolled.

Precautions help, but the best insurance against theft is still a safety-conscious attitude. So plan ahead, exercise your common sense, and enjoy your valuables a whole lot longer.
“Love” depicts an insect man, confused apparently by scorn emotions. Drowning further into a garish, Pee-Wee Herman unreality is “Favored Angel” which is a skeletal dinosaur shrieking at the sky, gazing at his eyes. It is the ultimate loneliness: human and alone.

“A Place For Everything and Everything in Its Place,” like some of the other surreal paintings, contrasts the solidity of the human form with a very unstable world.

In comparison, the tinted photographs of Jo Whalley make quite a bit of the human body. “Nocturne Rose” contrasts a nude body against the night sky, giving a certain quality of cosmic importance to the form.

Despite inevensness in the show, the mere presence of so many inspired works gives Reflections on the Self a positive sense. The range of artistry, which comes to Moscow from a sea as Washington and Montana and from as far as New York, should not be missed.
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and gospel. It not only reflects an incredible lack of knowledge as to the purposes of NEA, but it is in-suit to all teachers. For this reason, I am compelled to address several issues discussed.

According to Skaggs, NEA fails to recognize the importance of phonics in reading and, instead encourages teachers to focus on a “look-say” method, where stu- dents simply memorize word lists. However, it was the NEA who first pushed to have phonics as an in- tegral part of all public school reading programs. What is more is any student majoring in education at the University of Idaho can tell you, the greatest success in read- ing is associated with the combined teaching of context clues, sight words, structural analysis, and phonics.

Another implication of Skaggs’s commentary is that the NEA is some socialist organization which stands for everything un-American and harmful to children. On the contrary, NEA’s strength is in its thousands of local teachers who serve urban and rural communities throughout our country. NEA has taken a stand on every major issue concerning children, families, and schools, not ignoring those issues are highly controversial. In addi- tion, each year NEA supports a wide range of programs to help children in need and to advance the cause of education.

Indeed, this cause is one which concerns all of us: to provide an en- riched environment which results in the development of individuals. Who are we to blame if the prac- tice of chewing gum in class has been replaced by drug abuse, preg- nancy, alcoholism, and other major school concerns? It is sim- ply ludicrous to lay all the problems of modern society at the feet of teachers. Currently, teachers are forced to not only educate the students, but fulfill many roles once delegated to communi- ty, organizations, churches and parents. If you read this, feel free to try the real education can begin.

Consider everything, teachers and the NEA do a fantastic job.

Our children do not need com- plainers, but users, workers and helpers in their schools. To think otherwise is to ignore the facts.

Susan Day Collins
NEA President
University of Idaho

product showcase

Connect to a World
of Information

USRobotics’ Sportster 1200 modem connects your computer to a world of information. With a Sportster 1200 modem, a stan- dard telephone line, and data communications software, you can use your computer to sand and receive information to vir- tually any communicating com- puter in the world. Access the universe mainframe. Com- municate with bulletin board systems. Gather facts on any subject from public data bases. At just $149, the Sportster 1200 is a smart investment in your own future. Available through most college bookstores, or call dealer referral.

USRobotics, Inc. 8100 McCormick Blvd. Skokie, IL 60076 1-800-342-5877 In Illinois, 312-982-5001

New Symbolic Math Calculator

Hewitt Packard’s new HP-28C Scientific calculator goes beyond ordinary number crunching. It lets you work with symbols as well as numbers. The $225 HP-28C is also the most powerful numerical calculator avail- able. With 128K bytes of ROM, it can handle a wide range of prob- lems including algebraic, calculus, trig, and matrix. Using its equation solver, enter any equation without programming. The solution automati- cally creates a menu, assigning variables to softkeys. Then plot the equation on the four-line display, just as you would on the HP-28C is not available at your bookstore, call 1-800-367-4772 for the location of the HP dealer nearest you.

Just Your Type, From AT&T

Whether it’s for term papers or let- ters you’re sending home for extra credit, the AT&T SureWrite Electronic Typewriter 6510 gives you all kinds of advanced features to advance your cause. Among its great fea- tures: The AT&T SureWrite Telefor- mity Cartridge, 80 character correction memory, and 16-character LCD display. Its new low price is $359.95—and if you get to your AT&T Phone Center or call 1-800- 555-8111 before September 30, 1987, you’ll get back $75 in AT&T Bonus Bucks to be used for any fu- ture purchase at your AT&T Phone Center. Or you can apply them to your AT&T lease bill or for AT&T Long Distance Service.
Pointing fingers
Watt blasts the ‘liberals’

By ALAN SOLAN

Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt said Tuesday there is a revolution going on, and his side is losing.

Addressing a crowd of about 200 in the Student Union Ballroom, President Reagan’s former cabinet member announced at the outset: “I am a conservative who believes in radical change for America.”

The “change” Watt suggests is what he called the removal of the privileged “liberal establishment” that runs the country.

Watt blasted the “liberals” who espouse a radical agenda.

NOW would have you believe that if you are against nuclear power or weapons, you are against women, Watt said.

He also said that powerful representatives of groups like the Sierra Club in Washington, D.C., are “professional liberals” who are interested in pushing the liberal view. They care little about the environment, he said.

After his speech, Watt said that their efforts have been captured by leftist, US Secretary of the Interior liberals” who are.

I am a conservative who believes in radical change for America,” Watt said.

Most calculators are battery-powered. Some models can be recharged; others require that the batteries be replaced periodically (usually yearly). Calculators display answers on a light-emitting diode (LED) screen or a liquid crystal display (LCD). A popular feature is an automatic switch-off; the calculator turns itself off after about five minutes of inactivity.

Calculators offering only a display do not provide that often-essential hard copy, so you may want to look into units with built-in printers. Another useful development is the talking calculator.

“How do you determine the calculator that’s right for you? Begin by shopping around.”

Just the facts...

Most calculators share common features: a 10-key keyboard plus decimal point; an eight-digit capacity display with a floating decimal (the decimal point moves to the correct position in an answer) and automatic rounding off of numbers; and a memory feature that allows for storage of subtotals.

Calculating requires a calculator, and the choice of one that’s right for you.

If you’re using a hand-held calculator that’s more than a few years old, WHY? There’s a new generation of calculators that shrinks the gap between calculators and computers. Technological advances mean a lot more power in the palm of your hand.

Read on for a short course on calculators and how to choose the one that’s right for you.

Push-button Brain Power
sight-impaired," says Tom Mock, a staff engineer with the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) in Washington, D.C. "Input is verified by voice simulation," explainsMock. For any calculator user, however, the voice verification of what is entered can improve accuracy.

There are three general classifications of hand-held calculators: four- to six-function, preprogrammed, and programmable. Your first step in choosing a calculator is to determine which of the three suits your needs.

- Four- to six-function units.
- They perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and one or two other functions, such as percentages and square roots. They include keys for adding or subtracting to both a memory recall, and memory clear.

For basic math, this is probably all the calculating power you will need. They are useful in figuring taxes, balancing a checkbook, and keeping track of budgets.

- Preprogrammed units.
- These units have been programmed to perform specific operations according to their primary application. Mock explains: "Statistical units are useful to students involved in solving "by this type of problem. Mathematical units are preprogrammed for real estate loan calculations or banking. And engineering units are designed for computing angles, degrees, and other math-oriented functions."

In business applications, preprogrammed units are especially useful for figuring present and future values, monthly payments on annuities, bond yields, and loan amortization. The alternative is to use a complicated book of interest tables, in which a calculator is still needed for multiplying table values. Units designed to calculate interest usually include a feature for counting the number of days between two dates (also useful for figuring such things as the number of days until midterm exams, homemaking weekend, etc.).

- Programmable units.
- While they offer many of the same features as the other types of units, they also offer a computerlike programming capability that allows you to tailor the calculator to your own applications.

For instance, let's say that you have a particular calculation that you'll need to repeat many times—such as separating loan payments into principal and interest and figuring sales tax on individual items. First you must break down the calculation into its steps, then enter the computational routine into the calculator's memory (usually by depressing the "Learn" key). Once this is done, you can execute the sequence with one keystroke whenever you need to.

Some specialized calculators can be useful to produce graphic displays. With automatic scaling routines, optimum screen usage is fully automated in these systems. Some versions of this type of calculator are programmable, so that you can create your own graphics. With plug-in devices, a hand-held calculator can give you graphic capability not available on many computer systems.

Shopping skills

The type of calculator you buy should be determined by your computational needs. With all the new models on the market, how do you determine the one that's right for you? Begin by shopping around. Find out what features are available and decide which ones you should have. Don't be sold on "extras" you'll never use. On the other hand, keep in mind that you don't want to "outgrow" your calculator right away.

Some questions to ask before you buy:

- Is the calculator for personal or academic use? If academic, how advanced is your coursework?
- Will you need statistical or high-speed capabilities?
- How much can you afford to spend?
- Is programming a feature you'll need?
- Where will you use the calculator? (For outdoor use, says Mock, you'll want a "lava-lamp" or "crystal display; in dim light conditions, you'll need LED display.

The latest generation of calculators offers a wide range of choices. Whether your needs stop with math programs or have progressed to trig functions, computer conversions, loan amorizations, and more, there's a calculator that's just the right tool for you.
Pointing fingers
Watt blasts the 'liberals'

BY ALAN SOLAN

Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt said Tuesday there is a revolution going on, and his side is losing.

Addressing a crowd of about 200 in the Student Union Ballroom, President Reagan's former cabinet member announced at the Sierra Club in Washington, D.C. that he is a conservative who believes in radical change for America.

The change, Watt suggests is what he calls the removal of the privileged "liberal establishment" - a reason that does not trust the national Organization for Women "has been captured by leftist, liberal" who espouse a radical agenda.

NOW would have you believe that if you are against nuclear power or weapons, you are against women, Watt said.

He also said that powerful representatives of groups like the Sierra Club in Washington, D.C. are "professional leftists" who are interested in pushing the liberal view. They care little about the environment, he said.

After his speech, Watt said that during the time the conservation groups were attacking him, he was spending a lot of time in D.C. and the Hill doing exactly what he said he was doing.

The Videowriter solves all your typing problems.
Take the most obvious one.

Types.
On an ordinary typewriter it would mean a bottle of white-out and a frustrating interruption.
On a Videowriter it just means pressing the key marked "delete." That's all. Because you type your work on a screen before you print it on a page.

It edits.

And how about those bigger problems like wanting to rearrange paragraphs?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to cut and paste them.
On a Videowriter you only have to press the key marked "move" and then indicate the area you want it moved to. It's that simple.

It spells.

What happens when you're typing and you come to a word you can't spell?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to stop typing, find a dictionary and look it up.
Not so on a Videowriter. Spelling problems can be corrected simply by pressing the key marked "spell."

It counts words.

If you've ever had a teacher tell you to write a thousand word essay, you know what a pain it is trying to count your words.

On an ordinary typewriter you have to do it with your finger.

But on a Videowriter you can press a mere two buttons and it does the counting for you.

It makes multiple copies.

From time to time you want a copy of what you've typed, right?
Well, if you use a Videowriter you don't have to go to the school library to look for a copier machine.
All you'll have to look for is the button marked "print." Press it and the Videowriter will make another original.
And because your work is automatically stored on a standard 3½ " floppy disk, you can make those copies whenever you want.

It obviously does a lot more than type.

That's because the word processing features just go on and on.

What's more, we sell the Videowriter Word Processor for around the price of a good electronic typewriter.
And that's quite a bargain when you consider the amount of time it'll save you. Time you can spend doing the work for your other classes.

You would do that, wouldn't you?
who wants to know?

Q: How about some tips on buying and using a telephone answering machine?

A: There's a lot of competition in the answering-machine market, so you'll find machines at a variety of prices—depending on what features they include. In general, the more good features offered on the machine, the more expensive it will be. Decide in advance which features are important to you. Consider:

- Call screening: You can listen to calls as they come in; once you determine who's calling, you can decide whether you want to answer while the caller is still on the line.
- Remote turn-on: You can activate your machine by phone in case you forgot to turn it off.
- Flashing message counter: tells you how many messages are waiting.
- Beepless remote: You can retrieve messages or change your precorded greeting from any push-button phone—without having to use a pocket coder or beeper.
- Automatic reset: automatically replaces the machine once a caller hangs up, so you don't have to
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and gosity. It not only reflects an incredible lack of knowledge as to the purposes of NEA, but is an in- suit to all teachers. For this reason, I am compelled to address several issues discussed.

According to Skag, NEA fails to "recognize the value of phonics in reading, and instead en- courages teachers to follow an 'look-say' method, where stu- dents simply memorize word lists. However, it was the NEA first to push to have phonics as an in- gral part of the core reading programs. What is more is that any student majoring in education at the University of Idaho can tell you, the greatest success in read- ing is associated with the combined teaching of context clues, sight words, structural analysis, and phonics."

Another implication of Skag's commentary is that the NEA is some socialist organization which stands for everything un-American and harmful to children. On the contrary, NEA's strength is in its thousands of local teachers who serve urban and rural communities throughout our country. NEA has taken a stand on every major concern -ing children, families, and schools, not ignoring those which are highly controversial. In addi- tion, each year NEA supports a wide range of programs to help children in need and to advance the cause of education.

Indeed, this cause is one which concerns us all to provide an en- riched environment which results in the development of individuals. Who are we to blame if the prac- tice of chewing gum in class has been replaced by drug abuse, preg- nancy, alcoholism, and crime as major school concerns? It is sim- ply ridiculous to lay all the problems of modern society at the feet of teachers. Currently, teachers are forced to not only educate the young, but fulfill many other roles associated to communi- ty, organizations, churches and parents. In some areas, teachers routinely instruct entering first graders in basic health care and how to eat breakfast. This be- fore the real educating can begin. Consulting with teachers, and the NEA do a fantastic job.

Our children do not need com- plainers, but do, workers and helpers in their schools. To think otherwise is to ignore the facts.

Susan Day Coffin, SNEA President
University of Idaho
Pointing fingers

Watt blasts the 'liberals'

BY ALAN SOLAN

Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt said Tuesday there is a revolution going on, and his side is winning.

Addressing a crowd of about 200 in the Student Union Ballroom, President Reagan's former cabinet member announced at the outset: "I am a conservative who believes in radical change for America."

The "change" Watt suggests is what he calls the removal of the privileged "liberal establishment" — arown that does not trust the

Before you choose a long distance service, take a close look.

You may be thinking about choosing one of the newer carriers over AT&T in order to save money.

Think again.

Since January 1987, AT&T's rates have dropped more than 15% for direct-dialed out-of-state calls. So they're lower than you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you can call us at 1 800 222-0300.

And AT&T offers clear long distance connections, operator assistance, 24-hour customer service, and immediate credit for wrong numbers. Plus, you can use AT&T to call from anywhere to anywhere, all over the United States and to over 250 countries.

You might be surprised at how good a value AT&T really is. So before you choose a long distance company, pick up the phone.
"Love" depicts an insect man, confused apparently by strong emotions. Descending further into a garish, Peck-Herman unreal- ity is "Favored Angel" which is a skeletal dinosaur shrieking at the sky, gouging at its eyes. It is the ultimate timeless: human and alone.

"A Place For Everything and Everyone In Its Place," like some of the other surreal paintings, con- trasts the solidity of the human form with a very unstable physical world.

In comparison, the tinted pho- tographs of Jo Whaley make quite a bit of the human body. "Nocturne Rose" contrasts a nude body against the night sky, giving a cer- tain quality of cosmic importance to the form.

Despite unevenness in the show, the mere presence of so many in- spired works gives Reflections on the Self a positive sense. The range of artistry, which comes to Moscow from as near as Washington and Montana and as far as New York, shouldn't be missed.
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and gossip. It not only reflects an incredible lack of knowledge as to the purposes of NEA, but it is an in- suit to all teachers. For this reason, I am compelled to address several issues discussed.

According to Skag, NEA fails to recognize the importance of phonics in reading and, instead, en- courages teachers to focus on a "look-say" method, which stu- dents simply memorize word lists. However, it was the NEA who first pushed to have phonics as an in- tegral part of all public school reading programs. What is more is any student majoring in education at the University of Idaho can tell you, the greatest success in read- ing is associated with the combined teaching of context clues, sight words, structural analysis, and phonics.

Another implication of Skag's commentary is that the NEA is some socialist organization which stands for everything un-American and harmful to children. On the contrary, NEA's strength is in its thousands of local teachers who serve urban and rural communities throughout our country. NEA has taken a stand on every major issue concerning children, families, and schools, not ignoring those which are highly controversial. In addi- tion, each year NEA supports a wide range of programs to help children in need and to advance the cause of education.

Indeed, this cause is one which concerns us all: to provide an en- ricked environment which results in the development of individuals. Who are we to blame if the prac- tice of chewing gum in class has been replaced by drug abuse, preg- nancy, alcoholism, and battery as major school concerns? It is sim- ply ludicrous to lay all the problems of modern society at the feet of teachers. Currently, teachers are forced to not only educate the young, but fulfill many roles once delegated to communi- ty organizations, churches and parents. In some areas, teachers routinely instruct entering first graders in basic health care and how to eat breakfast. This is be- cause the real education can begin. Considering everything, teachers, and the NEA do a fantastic job.

Our children do not need com- plainers, but doers, workers and helpers in their schools. To think otherwise is to ignore the facts.

Susan Day Caffee
SNEA President
University of Idaho